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SUMMARY. In this paper a charactf'rization is given for equilibrium strategies in
noncooperative dynamic games. These dynamic games are formulated in a very general
way without any topological conditions: For a Nash-equilibrium concept, it is
shown that

equilibriu~

strategies are conserving and equalizing. Moreover, it is

shown that a set of strategies with these properties satisfies the equilibrium conditions.
With these characterization earlier characterizations for one-person decision processes, gambling houses and dynamic games have been generalized. Especially, this
paper shows that such a characterization is basic for a very general class of dynamic games and does not depend on special structure. Of course, in dynamic games
with more structure a more refined formulation of the characterization is possible.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the analysis of any type of decision processes (with one or more decision makers)
one may distinguish three essentially different kinds of activities:
1. 'fhe cc:"struction of a decent mathematical model based on the decision structure
and the propulsion mechanism, usually both being formulated only conditionally
in local time.
In discrete time, this activity is usually not very difficult, since it can
make use of the well-known Ionescu Tulcea-construction for handling random elements.

~n

continuous time this activity presents essential difficulties, but

there are techniques for handling these difficulties. These are based for instance on the so-called Girsanov measure transformations.
2. The proof of the existence of "good" strategies of a nice type.
"Good" can mean here: optimal or nearly optimal, Nash-equilibrium or nearly Nashequilibrium, Pareto-optimal etc. A nice type of strategies can mean: memoryless
or even stationary, pure, monotone etc.
3. '1'he search for necessary (and preferably

~>ufficient)

conditions for "good" stra-

tegies.
Such conditions can have the form of a set of optimality equations (resulting
from Bellman's optimaJ..ity principle), a maximum principle, a set of Hamilton-

-
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Jctcobi equations etc. As is well-known

Ulese types of conditions are strong-

l"y related.
In the literature, tht:: ..J.ctlvi ties of the second and third type are often intensively interwoven, since results on ~onditions are often obtained in order to use them
for obtaining existence results. In this paper however, we will concentrate on the
search for necessary and sufficient conditions for good strategies. Namely, it appears that the formulation of such conditions is possible in a very general way
without using the specific structure of the actual problem. Of course, specification of the generally formulated conditions for actual problems can give extra insight. However, it

i~

equally important to see the general principles which produce

the resul ts .
Bellman's optimality pY'1:nC!'trZe [1, chapter 3, section 3J, which runs as follows:

an optimal policy has the property
cision

are~

that~

whatever the initial. state and initial de-

the remaining decisions must constitute an optimal policy with regard

to the state resulting from the fiI'st decision, is a good starting point for an
analysis of a very general decision process. Although it is rather vague in its
initial formulation, the optimality principle has proved to constitute a very stimulating guide for the analysis. In the theory of one-person decision processes
this has led to characterizations for optimal strategies in different situations
to begin with Bellman's optimality equations in [lJ. Dubins and Savage [4] and
Sudderth [17J gave precise and elegant formulations for the situation of gambling
houses. They were the first who made it explicit that a condition in the form of
optimality equations is only sufficient for optimality of a strategy if there is
some strong form of fading in

rhp

process. If not, a supplementary condition should

be added. Essentially, the optimality equations-type-of-condition says that the
st!.';:; ':e.gy is such that the

p~_e.yer

does not give any potential reward away. :There-

fore, this type of condition has been called the conservingne8s property. If the
process or reward does not fade away in time, one should add a condition which requires a strategy to cash its potential rewards. This condition has been called
the equalizingness property. Together these two conditions have appeared to be necessary and sufficient for optimality in several types of one-person decision. processes. As mentioned already, this has been proved for gambling houses. Later,
Hordijk [9J gave a similar formulation for a certain class of Markov decision processes. More recently, this has been generalized to discrete time decision processes with a much more general propulSion mechanism and reward structure by Kertz
and Nachman in [11]. In another line of development, typical control theoretical
structures (with continuous time) have been treated by several authors. Relatively
general formulations for the fading case have been given by Striebel in [16J and
by Boel and Varaiya in [2J. These lines of thought have been combined and further
generalized by Groenewegen in his monograph [7]. However, the most important fea-
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ture of Groenewegen's approach is that it is very straight.forwa:d a."ld relying on
intuitively clear notions. In doing so, it i.E

on one hand that conserving-

n.:!ss and equalizingness are very central and essential notions, on the other hand
it is proved that equalizing and conserving provide necessary and sufficient conditions for optimality of a strategy in many types of situations nearly without any
specific side conditions e.g. of a topological nature.
So far for one-person decision processes.
For multi-person decision processes or dynamic games an analogous development can
be traced. The two basic papers for this topic are Kuhn [12J and Shapley [15J. Kuhn
formulates the optimality principle :tor multi-stage games and Shapley formulates
the optimality equations for discounted (i.e. strongly fading) stochastic games.
The most striking feature of these papers is, that they have been written before
tileir one-person counterparts. For later developments the one-person theory. took
the lead. For stochastic games wit11 some strong fading mechanism the conservingness property has been proved to be necessary and sufficient for optimality by
many authors (for an overview of such conditions, we refer to Parthasarathy and
Stern [13] and to van der Wal and Wessels [18]). Analogous results may be found in
tile literature about differential games (both deterministic and stochastic), see
e.g. the book by Isaacs [10J and the paper by Elliott [5J. The first direct attempts for t11e establishment of a characterization of optimality in dynamic games
can be found in Groenewegen and Wessels [8J, Groenewegen [6], and Couwenbergh [3].
However, in his monograph [7J, Groenewegen seems to be presenting the most elegant
and intuitively appealing approach for the characterization problem in noncooperative dynamic games. Like for one-person decision processes, t11is approach does not
require any extra conditions (e.g. of a topological nature) and it also allows for
a very general propulSion mechanism and reward structure. The analysis in this paper will be based essentially on the approach of that monograph.
In section 2 the set-up of our general dynamic (noncooperative) game will be given.
Section 3 gives some examples. Section 4 contains our main results and in section
5 some ramifications are indicated.

2.

THE SET- UP

In this section we will present a

~!1onconstructive)

set-up for a rat11er general

class of noncooperative stochastic dynamic games for an arbitrary number of players.

L

set of players;

X

state space; X is endowed with a a-field

'r

time space; for simplicity we will take T as {0,1,2, ••• } or [0,(0);

X;

- '"
A(~) - action space for player
\I

= starting distribution, so

'l'he idea is that a starting

\I

\I.

(

L); A

en

in

X

is determined by random selection from

At any time t

is observed by tile players and

X)

endowed with a a-field A 0.) ;

is a probabIlity measure on (X,X).

statE~

wi th probability distribution
element of

(~

i

-

~. T,

they

x

the state of the system (an

all may choose an action from

their action space. These actions have some Tnfluence on the behaviour of the sys-

tem. In order to define this behaviour, we have first to introduce strategies for
the players. Since these strategies may depend on the history of the process, we
start by introducing such histOrIes_
A

= X A(~),

A is Cartesian product of the individual action spaces; A is endowed

with the appropriate product-a-field; an element of A denotes a compound
action of all the players;
H(t) = [X

(X x A)] x X, is the space of state-action paths ending with the state

l£T

T<t

of the system at time ti H(t) is endowed with the appropriate product-a-

= X

field H(t). Similarly, H

(X x A), endowed with the appropriate pro-

TET

duct-a-field
st~te

H.

H is the set of all allowed realizations with respect to

and compound actions.

space of allowed strategies (or controls) for player t; an arbitrary element

U(l)

u(~) of u(~} gives for any t E T ana any history h € H(t) a probability
t
distribution u(~) (t,ht,o) on A(~), it is required that u(t) (t,-,·) is a
'~,
'
t ra~~l~10n
prob a b'l't
1 1 Y f rom H(t) to A(t) ; moreover, 1't 1S

.

N
requ1re~

th a 't

u(1) is closed with respect to tail exchanges of individual controls,
.
. (n l U (t) (u (R,) I t E T, B E H(t) , then u (R,) E U( t )W1th
,
th1S means: 1f u
2

u(J(,)

(1 , h

10

)

::::

t
ul ) (-r,h

T

time t)
U

= X

u(R,)

I

u

E

(Q,)

I')
T

for

T 2:

(~)

= ul
U is a compound stya~egy.
E

Band u

(l,h

t

I')

t, h

(the restriction of h
t

until
T

(1,h,') elsewhere.
T

Q,cL

Now we are able to formulate the main assumption, viz.
for any (starting) stat.e x
measure~

'on (H,H)
x,u
a function of x.

By

t~is

~s

E

X and any compound strategy u E U a probability

given; moreover the probabilities are measurable as

assumption we circumvent the obligation to construct a probabilistic struc-

ture from more elementary data. With these probabilities we can easily construct
tile probability measures for the decision process for the given starting distribution

\I

by
JP (H'}

u

JF x,u (H')\!(dx)

:=

X

for any H'E H •
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In fact we nel:!d a slight extem:iion of 1:.h(;'; assumption, namely we need the probabilitil:!s for the rernaindl:!r of the process for any
of lP

u

only gives them almost surely on

Ii

(t)

i

i.ven path until time t. Condi tioning

e::ipecially in the case of continuous

time theexceptiolll:iet migllt. grow out of hands. 'l'herefore we prefer to assume the
existence of all these ,.:,::mditloned Dr()b"lhilitit.'s (note that these assumptions cover
exactly the activity that is described in the introduction as model construction) :
For any h

H

t

t
lity measurelP
~

( t)

t

lU

h t'U

and any compound strategy u

E T)I

U there exists a probabi-

€

on (H,H) such that

h t'U

lPh

=F

(t

X

. is concentrated on {ht} x A x

(X x A)

TET
T>t

(H') is H(t)-measurable as a function of h

~ lPh ,u(H(t) ,A'

X

I

t

(X x A»

t

for any H' E H

u(t,heA') for all t E T, u

=

IE:

U, AI e:

A

'pt

(nonanticipativity) lPh

X

if H' = B x

t,U l

(H') = lP

h

t

,u 2

(H')

'

(X x A) with B a measurable subset of

T>S

some s >

and u

t

X

(X x A) for

T~S

1

u (0,.,0) for all a with t s 0 < S.

(cr,o,o)

2

(conditioning properties)
f(h)lP , (dh)
h t'U

r
H H

r f (h )lPh s,u
II

(

dh )lP '
( dh " )
h t'U

for any t s s and any nonnegative II-measurable function f.
, (dh)
Jf(h)g(h)lPh t'U

b)

= f(h')

t

H

for any t

E

f g(h)lPh t'U
, (dh)

H

T and any nonnegative H-measurable f and g with f only depen-

ding on h .
t
Now the process-part of the dynamic game has been defined appropriately. Only the
criterion is still to be defined. 'rhis will also be done in a very general way:
r

( Q, )

is a real

ward of player

".3 1

Q,

ned measurable function on H for any

ELand denotes the re-

Q,

as a function of the realization of the game.

r (Q) is supposed to be quasi-integrable with respect to ll?

u

For given h

t

' n(t), u

L

E

U•.

U the expected reward for player R. is defined by
JE

:=

for all u

i

r(JI,)

11 , u

_00

t

'

,

if r(Q,) is quasi-integrable
otherwise •

Now we are able to introduce our equilibrium concept:
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U

*

to

U is a compound equiUbriwn stl?ategy iff
for all JI.,u

( l!.)

,

where u * fu(£) denotes th e compound s t ra t egy u* with u(l!.)
* replaced by u(JI.)
3. SOME EXAMPLES

a) Markov 01' s toahas tic games \ compare references [13,15,18]). T

x = {1,2, ••. }, L

= {O, 1 , ••• } ,

= {l,2, ••• }.

The probability measures P
are generated by the transition probabilities
,
v,u
p(i,jia!,a2, ••• ), denoting the probability for finding state j at time t+ 1, if
at time t the system is in state i and the players choose a9tions a ,a ,ooo
1 2
respectively.
In this type of problem the utility is usually based on the local income function rJ/.(iia1,a2, ••• ) denoting the actual reward for player JI. at time t if the
system is in state i and the players choose actions a ,a , ••• respectively.
1 2
Standard forms for the utility then become
00

r (J/.) (h)

:=

and
r(£) (h)

where h = (xO,a

:=

(0)

L
t=O

00

rJ/.(Xtia(t»

or

!

t

L
t=O

8 rJ/.(xt;a

t-l
1
( t)
Hminf rJl,(Xti a
)
t
t-+<x>
T=O
(1)

, ••. ), x

t

L

X, a

)

,

I

,x1,a

(t)

(t)

e A.

In the literature many variants of such models can be found.
b) Differential (and difference) games (references [5,10]) • T

= [O,T]

or [0,00),

m

X = JR •

The propulsion mechanism of the process is
itt) = f(x(t) ,a) ,
which generates the path of the process and its probability distribution if the
instantaneous compound action

aIs

chosen according to some (mixed) strategy.

The utility function for a given state realization over time x(t) and a given

compound action as a function of time aCt) can be
T

r

( Q, )

f f£ (x(t) ,aCt) )dt

(x(o),a(o»

a
With the same utilit.y function the propulsion mechanism may also be stochastic
t:!.<J.

dx ( t)

.

= f (x ( !~ \ ,a) d t + A (x ( t) ) dB ( t) ,

where B(t) is Brownian motion.
l~

the literature many variants of such models are studied.
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4. THE BASIC CONCEPTS

Here we will introduce the basic concepts of our characterization. These concepts
are formulated in terms of the value functions:
(4.1)

The optimality concept can now be rewritten as:
u is an equilibrium strategy iff
for all t,t

lP -a.s.
u

Now we obtain for an arbitrary strategy u for T 2 t and all

R,

lP -a.s.
u
Using this relation, we obtain for an equilibrium strategy that the functions

,~R,)

have the martingale property:
Lemma. If u is an equilibrium strategy, then for all t,T 2 t
(4.2)

l/Jt(t)

(ht,u)

=:IE.

l/J{R,) (h

-heU T

L

,u)

'lP

u

-a.s.

The question now arises whether any strategy which satisfies (4.2) is an equilibrium strategy. An extremely simple example shows that this is not true.
Counterexample. (one-oerson game)

This example has 2 states. State 2 is absorbing and brings no rewards.
In state 1 the only player of the game has two options: staying another period
(T = [0,1,2, ••. 1) without reward or jumping to state 2 with reward 1.
Apparently, the strai:'0'Jy "stay in 1" satisfies (4.2) and is not optimal.
So (4.2) is a necessary condition for equilibriumness but not a sufficient one.
(4.2) only requires from a strategy that the players don't loose their prospective
rewards. However, it does not guarantee that the players really cash their prospective rewards (see the examDle above). For this reason we call a strategy that satisfies (4.2) a

consepvi1~

strategy.
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l"or finding an additional condition which might

ensur'e

with conservingness, we turn to the definition oi

optimality if it is combine4

~quilibrium

strategy.

Suppose u is an eqU1libr'ium strategy, then we have by definition

So we obtain the following trivial statement. If u is optimal, then
for all R. •

(4.3)

This statement says that in the end the prospective reward is really cashed. A
strategy which satisfies

(4.31 Is

said to be equalizing. So, we have two properties

for equilibrium strategIes, namely conservingness saying that prospective reward
should be maintained - and equalizingness - saying that prospective reward should
be cashed in the end. Now we can hope that these two conditions are (also) sufficient for a strategy to be an equilibrium strategy.
Theorem. A necessary and sufficient condition for a strategy to be an equilibrium
strategy is that it is conserving (4.2) and equalizing (4.3).
Proof. The necessity has already been proved. So suppose that u satisfies (4.2)
and (4.3). For any t and

T

JEu1/JtU) (ht,u) = JE

(4.4 )

('r ;0: t,)

E

u ht,u

we have from (4.2):

1j; (,0
T

(h ,u) = JE 1Ji (£) (h
T

U T

,U)

•

T

With (4.3) this implies (remember (4.4) holds for any T

~

t)

Since

and since both functions have equal expectations, we may conclude that they are
equal lP -a.s.
u

5. SOME RAMIFICATIONS

A compound equilibrium strategy is not necessarily a sensible strategy. To illustrate one weakness of the concept we give an example of a dete:rministic 2-person,
O-sum game.
Example.

o
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States 3 and 4 are absorbing states without reward. In state 1 the second player
can choose between going to 2 (which costs him 4) and going to 4 (which costs him
nothing). In state 2 the first player may choose between going to state 3 (without.
reward) and going to 4 (which (.'osts him 2). Now the strategy for player 1 "go to 3
if the state is 2 at t - 0, otherwise go to 4" is part of an equilibrium strategy
when it is combined with "go to 4" for the second player. However, in this way the
first player takes unnecessary risks. Namely, if the second

playerwo~ld,pl.V ~VU

pid, the first player might win 4 units and now only wins; 2.
From the example we see that

the

equilibrium concept might be improved. In fact

some improvements have been suggested in the literature (see e.g. Selten [14]).
Below we present 3 types of equilibrium concepts, which are largely based on concepts
from the literature. The third implies the second, the second implies the first
and the first implies the concept from section 4. The notations are largely selfeVident, but will be explained after the definitions.
A

strategy u

*

is semi-siAbgame perfect iff for all t,R.,u

,I. (£) (h

u)

t'

'I't

A strategy u* is

'I.(t)(h
'l't

*

=

lP
u

*

lu

(£) -a.s.

taiZ optimal iff for all t,k,l,u
t'u*

I

(k»
t U

]I?

U

A strategy u

*

*

lu

(k)-a. s •

is subgame perfeat iff for all t,l,u
lP -a.s.
u

Here u Itu(t) means the strategy u

*

*

with u(l) before time t replaced by u(l)

*

tuu*t means the strategy which combines the strategies u (before time t) and u*
from time ton.
The difference between these equilibrium concepts can best be seen from examples
as the following of a deterministic 2-person O-sum game in discrete time:
Example.
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State 4 is absorbing without any further reward. In state 3 the fir$t player can
choose between rewards 0 and -5 (without influence for the other player).

In~~te

2 the second player can choose between losses 0 and 5. In state 1 both players
have two actions. The reward is 0 if both choose the same action and the first
earns 10 for the combination (1,2) and looses 10 for the combination (2,1).
Consider the strategy for player 1 which chooses always action 1 in state 1 and in
state 3 uses action 1 if the game starts in 3 and action 2 otherwise.
For player 2 we consider the analogous strategy.
This pair of strategies is semi-subgame perfect but not tail optimal.
Completely analogous to the situation in section 4 for the standard equilibrium,
concept, one can define conservingness and equalizingness related to thes4\l stJ;'Onger
equilibrium concepts. Equally similar one proves that the appropriate conservingness and equalizingness are necessary and sufficient for a compound strategy to be
an equilibrium strategy in the related sense (for details see [7, Ch. 6].
Another

extensioii~of'~our'

theory may found by putting somewhat more structure on the

dynamic game. An important example of such a structure is recursiveness, which requires basically that the process (allowed action set and propulsion mechanism)
from time t on do not depend on the history before t and it requires that the

~u

ture rewards except for additive and multiplieative factors only depend on the future of the process. In such a structure it is possible to reformulate the characterization of optimality in local quantities instead of the global quantities of
section 4. For one-person decision processes such a reformulation can be found in
[7, Ch. 3~4'r::'-Foli, dynamic games it will be worked out in a forthcoming paper. In
such a reformulation the characterization is more akin to the usual optimality conditions.
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